
Spring 2021, SASW SOC 1301 Introduction To Sociology Section D09
Instructor: Koch, Jerome (Primary)

Texas Tech University

There were: 202 possible respondents.
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 Dr. Koch provided a phenomenal and delightful learning environment during this pandemic! I loved his class &
thought he did an amazing job teaching.

Koch

Such a great teacher!!!Koch

I thought your class was super interesting. I think if you deliver this class in the same format next year you should
say the password in the middle of the clip of you lecturing rather than you putting a separate clip. Because instead of
listening to the lectures I would just look through the video till you were wearing a different shirt then boom there
was the password. Because as a busy student it is hard to find motivation to listen to an hour and a half long lecture
if there is not necessarily any reason to, but your lectures were actually really interesting and the half or so that I
actually watched really changed the way that I think about the world. Great class overall. Enjoy your summer

Koch

Dr Koch was a great instructor! He kept everything very interesting throughout his lectures, and also kept us
motivated to stay on top of things with hidden lecture quiz passwords! Although it was a little extra work, I believe
it is what helped me stay on top of the course!

Koch

Thank you!!Koch

Dr. Koch has been one of the best professors Ive ever had. His lectures were always interesting and thought
provoking. He has a great teaching style!

Koch

Really liked the way he taught his classes and the layout of the tests.Koch

This was one of my hardest classes, however it was effective in my opinion. Having to wait on those lecture codes
really got me however, I enjoyed listening to the lectures!

Koch

Absolutely loved my professor! Made the class engaging and the way he instructed was phenomenal! Very
impressed especially considering it was online.

Koch

Dr. Koch sociology class was not ran well in the slightest. His lectures did not relate to the test material and because
of that the students grades greatly suffered. I will never recommend him or any of his classes.

Koch

Great class, however, having students search for access codes and due dates of assignments became very tedious.
One of the major drawbacks of having a sociology class online was the lack of spur of the moment discussions.
Biggest complaint overall was having a loose understanding of due dates and when we had a general idea we had to
hunt for a password.

Koch

Great class, very interesting and thought provoking!Koch

Dr. Koch is an amazing teacher. I was thoroughly content with all of the accommodations Dr. Koch gave us. This
class was very interesting and would 10/10 recommend.

Koch

One of the nicest professors Ive had at Tech. Really enjoyed this class. Made learning fun!Koch

This was a great class and the instructors obviously cared about the students. I never had any problems at all.Koch

I love a professor that can stray from the straight facts of the course to tell personal stories, tell life lessons, or even
show a few tricks. I feel like I learned a lot and that Koch truly cares about his students and teaches many valuable
lessons.

Koch

Great Professor!Koch

Best dad jokes! Interesting class with great stories.Koch

overall a really good classKoch

Very interesting lectures, however, I wasnt a fan of how all the tests were basically the same throughout. We learned
all of the tests after the first one

Koch

Wish I had in person lectures with him tbhKoch

Easily one of my favorite professors ever. Loved this class so much, only thing is I wish I could have taken it in
person! The class was very well taught and paced. Dr. Koch provided clear explanations on every topic of the class.

Koch

The volume on the microphone he uses to record the lectures was a bit low. I recommend he gets a microphone that
is hooked up to whatever device he uses to record his lectures. So it was tough to hear what he said in some lectures.
But other than that the quality of the lectures were great and Mr Koch is awesome.

Koch
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Dr. Koch is such a great and fun professor to learn from! This was one of my favorite classes I have taken so far
because of the Professor.

Koch

awesome instructor. He made the course funKoch

Great teacher!Koch

Phenomenal CourseKoch

Although I never got to meet Professor Koch, I wish I could. His lectures are very captivating, there enjoyable and
you learn so much. He gives you all the materials to be successful in his class, and provides the days in which the
test are at the beginning of the semester.

Koch

He is very good. This class you never have homework, you only need to watch the lecture and he give a lot extra
credit that will help a lot of grade.

Koch

such an interesting and awesome teacher i enjoyed watching his lectures and getting to know him as well as the
course info. he was very personable even through a screen. such an amazing teacher will miss

Koch

Great professor. Very fun to watch and learn sociology through his videos. Dr. Koch makes sure to keep you
engaged. My favorite class this semester personally.

Koch

Dr. Koch was amazing. I only regret not taking his class later, so I could experience it in person. He is a very lively
person, I really enjoyed this class!

Koch

One of my favorite classes this semester and one of the best I will take at Texas Tech.Koch

One of the best professor I have learnt from.Koch

Did the same on government by accidentKoch

The best professor I had, would recommend him to anyone!Koch

Dr. Koch, as well as his TAs, are excellent at their job. The content was presented very clearly while also being
interesting. He is one of the best professors Ive had so far.

Koch
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Really good teacher and the class is organized really well!Koch

Dr. Koch was an excellent instructor. I really learned alot from him this semester.Koch

would have loved to have you in person, my favorite class since covidKoch

Very interesting and well taught course.Koch

Dr. Koch was an amazing professor; I feel like I gained so much insight from him and would gladly take this class again.Koch

I loved this class! His lectures made it easy to stay engaged because he kept them so interesting! He tried his hardest to adjust well to online learning and I
personally think he did a really good job! Best professor!!

Koch

Class was ok did not like it that muchKoch

This course was very enjoyable and the professor was excellent at teaching this course.Koch

Great professor, his energy was amazing and made my day at times.Koch

Dr. Koch was one of the best professors I have had at Tech! He makes the lectures so easy to watch and understand!Koch

Koch has been a great teacher this past semester. He was able to record lectures and release them every week without any issues. He discussed topics that
made me think differently on a lot of things after I heard them from his point of view. He is a very qualified professor and I think he taught a great class. The
amount of work and extra credit was adequate and it was a a great learning experience.

Koch

I think that Jeromes lectures were quite interesting to me, but they were always fairly long. The exams and ideas to ethics are really the only grades we have
in this course, so that did kind of put some stress on me because I felt that if I were to fail one I wouldnt get as good of a grade as I would like. On the other
hand, he does give us extra credit lecture quizzes to do which help our overall grade and I really like that idea since we dont have many grades for this class.
Jerome was a very nice guy and I enjoyed his teaching.

Koch

Didnt know watching online lectures could be so interesting. Props to this guy for his personality and to be able to keep the class engaged through a screen.
100% would take again. If anyone failed this class, its not Kochs fault at all.

Koch

Learned quite a bit in this class, really enjoyed it as well.Koch

NKoch

Really enjoyed the class.Koch

The only course this semester that I actually enjoyed going to asynchronouslyKoch

Amazing professor. Always was respectful of other opinions while sharing different viewpoints. Very interesting and intriguing lectures, I just wish It could
have been in person, but not the Profs fault. Also love the dad jokes at the beginning of each lecture :)

Koch

This was a great class over all. Exams were a hard but I cant complain.Koch

AMAZING! Literally nothing but good things to say- not only do I feel comfortable with the material after his class- I actually feel like a better human
being.

Koch

One of my favorite professors at tech by far. His lectures were almost mesmerizing. I loved listening to his lectures and hearing was he taught. I wish I could
have told Dr. Koch this in person but I know he will probably see this. Thank you.

Koch

I enjoyed that there were uploaded lectures.Koch
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we never had a meeting or a zoom class due to either the teachers schedule or other personal reasons 

Question: Other comments: Distance Learning 

He never held a zoom class and I was teaching myself the whole time and i felt that it was unnecessary to take this class primarily because this teacher would
never hold zoom meetings and we had to teach ourselves

 

Question: Further comments about dropping course 

Dr. Koch was an amazing professor! I thoroughly enjoyed his lectures and learned so much from this course.Koch

I loved this class, it was really how education should be taught. The material was always accessible, wide set of contents in different styles to suit students
learning behaviors and the exam timings were flexible. I wish all professors are like him.

Koch

Best instructor Ive ever hadKoch

Course was good. Topics were valid and interesting. Lectures were a bit long, could be cut down into smaller sections with quizzes related to each section.
Even if it results in a net gain of questions it was difficult to decipher what information was relevant for the test vs. additional info for general knowledge.
Personally I am not a fan of questions geared solely at verifying the video was watched (hidden passwords) but realistically I understand the need for it.
Greatly appreciated the opportunity for bonus points. Overall great topic, obviously well versed instructor. This type of instruction probably works better in
person, for online it was a bit difficult to retain / interpret correct test question answers without the ability for back and forth discussion. Lot of intricacies...

Koch

I loved this class! Always kept it entertaining and interesting. It made it fun to learn I really enjoyed it.Koch
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